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PMC to PCI Adapter - For Delivery Systems

This PMC to PCI Adapter product from Technobox
permits delivery of PMC-derived applications in a stan-
dard PCI environment.

Mechanically, a PMC card fits cleanly on a short-length
PCI board, resulting in a highly acceptable delivery
solution for desktop applications.  Effectively, PMC
suppliers can introduce products to desktop packag-
ing without having to maintain two PCI-based designs
— one for standard PCI and a second for PMC.   Note
that the inverse — standard PCI boards plugging into
VMEbus boards — is mechanically awkward.

This product was designed to reduce cost.  Since it
does not have LEDs, clamping diodes, logic analyzer
test headers and test features found on other more
comprehensive Technobox PMC development tools
thus providing cost savings.  Also, PMC Side 1 is not
accessible for probing.

The A and C rows of a 96-pin DIN connector, located
toward the rear of the board, connect with the 64-pin
user I/O connector (J4/P4) on the mezzanine card.
This connection is specified by IEEE 1386 for the P2
connector on VMEbus boards and permits internal con-
nection of rear I/O, should the PMC board support rear
I/O connectivity.

A 2.5 mm thick aluminum panel, with a 0.5 mm cham-
fered edge, is provided on the PCI board bracket.   This
mimics the mechanics of a PMC installed on a VME-
bus board or other host environment.

To minimize the overall net size of PCI signals, it is

recommended that only one of these adapters be in-
stalled in a standard PCI-based system.   Preferably,
the adapter should be located at the endmost PCI slot
to minimize stubbing of the PCI bus.
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PMC to PCI Adapter - For Delivery Systems

Product Summary

Technobox Part Number: 1447

Typical Power Dissipation: N/A

Power Supplies Required: Per PMC under test

PCI Signaling Environment: 3.3 Volt, 5 Volt


